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Beyond lighting: Why connecting with your 
data via APIs is so important



By the numbers

source: Bluetooth Market Update 2021



The evolution of the Bluetooth® topology

Audio streaming

- Wireless headsets

- Wireless speakers

- In-car audio

Data transfer

- Sports & fitness devices

- Health & wellness devices

- Peripherals & accessories

Localized data sharing

- Device information

- Localisation of items

- Wayfinding

Large networks of devices

- Building automation

- Sensor networks

- Asset tracking

Classic

for continuous connection

Low Energy

for short burst connections



Qualified Bluetooth®
mesh has it all

● Interoperability

● Scalability

● Security

● Reliability / robustness

● Ease of use



Qualified Bluetooth® mesh: 
a game changer

● Adopted and publicly available 
since 2017

● The 3rd Bluetooth revolution after 
audio and low energy versions

● 100+ qualified products are 
currently available 

● Used in thousands of commercial 
lighting installations around the 
world



Designed for commercial lighting

The fastest low-power communication

Scalable to thousands of devices

No single point of failure
(no central controlling device)

The most advanced encryption
standards, as well as cutting-edge
device authentication

Compatible with a wide range
of mobile devices
(Smartphones & tablets – with
Bluetooth® 4.0 and Bluetooth® 5)



What is a Bluetooth® mesh network?
● A common language (protocol)
● Very low latency

● Configured using a mobile app

● Highly secure
● No central controller – each device publishes its status and/or listens to relevant 

statuses from other devices and acts accordingly
● Real time communication – sensor status, luminaire lighting level, and device fault 

codes, as well as other parameters like temperature, humidity, CO2 levels, 
pressure

● Adding a gateway allows you to publish, aggregate, analyse, store, and report 
data in near-real time



Why does this matter?
● Facilities management, building management and 

ESG solutions require digital transformation on all 
angles

● Innovation depends on easy access to accurate 
and real-time performance data

● There is no silver bullet - flexibility and ecosystem 
development are key

● Lighting is present in every commercial building 
and provides an evenly distributed network that 
can act as the building’s nervous system

● As an open standard managed by Bluetooth SIG 
members, Qualified Bluetooth mesh is futureproof



Smart building drivers
A growing number of mega trends are driving the 
adoption of smart buildings:

● The need to decarbonise our economies

● Work patterns are changing
● How buildings are built, managed, and operated is 

changing

● Consumer expectations are changing
● Software (and the internet) is becoming cheaper 

and more ubiquitous



What do commercial buildings need?
Today’s commercial building owners, managers, 
and operators have a range of needs that fall into 
three broad categories:

- Creating a specific experience for the people 
using the building

- Generating a financial result for the stakeholders
- Making a positive contribution to an urban 

ecosystem

“Smart buildings meet these needs better than 
dumb buildings”
James Dice, Nexus Labs, LLC



Smart building challenges
● Facilities managers face a rapidly 

expanding range of ‘jobs to be done’

● Building owners struggle to fulfil 
increasingly detailed environmental 
reporting requirements

● Even today, buildings are designed, 
built, and operated by teams working 
in silos

● Addressing all this requires input from 
multiple silos that aren’t currently 
connected



Addressing the challenges
● Connect the silos and provide access to real-

time data

● Enable deep, easy, and tight integration between 
software applications from different vendors

● Remain open to experimentation, iteration, 
and innovation



What is an API?
● An API is an interface that allows two systems or software applications to 

communicate with each other
● It provides an abstraction of the underlying system so you can communicate with it 

without having to understand what is happening under the hood

● A good API makes it easier and quicker to integrate systems and is flexible enough 
to allow new use cases and applications to be created easily



Examples of Silvair APIs
● Project data - retrieve the network topology, security keys, settings, etc. 
● Scheduling - schedule lighting events
● Energy consumption - obtain 15-minute aggregates of energy use per 

luminaire (24 months)
● Occupancy - obtain 15-minute aggregates of occupancy for a zone (3 months)
● Monitoring - low-latency monitoring of light levels and sensor status
● Remote control - low-latency remote control of the lighting system
● Maintenance - monitor hardware faults
● Reconfiguration - reconfigure and repair the network
● Emergency lighting - trigger and gather emergency lighting test results
● Environmental - low-latency monitoring of temperature, humidity, CO2, 

pressure



Turn building data into business value



Analyse energy use
Check how energy use changes throughout the day across your building



Calculate energy cost savings
Compare pre- and post-retrofit energy consumption and calculate achieved and 
predicted energy and cost savings for your project in real time



Reconfigure and control lighting
Adjust light levels remotely, and change the network settings to ensure optimum 
performance



Identify occupancy patterns
Use the same PIR sensors to control the lighting and monitor space utilisation



Monitor lighting system health
Use standard LED driver error codes to communicate and predict maintenance 
needs  



Enable new applications



Enable new applications



Summary
● Digitisation and software is key to changing how we operate and build buildings

● Addressing complex stakeholder needs requires blending of data from various 
building silos that are not connected

● The real estate industry is not used to working across silos, yet this is the only 
way forward if we are to achieve our environmental, financial, and user 
experience goals 

● APIs offer flexibility and simplicity, they allow communication between silos, 
which makes them the building blocks of digital transformation
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